INTRODUCTION

Although much has been done to educate and motivate people to stop smoking as a habit via various medias, there are people who are still doing this social evil. Researchers, over the years, demonstrated a direct association between smoking and degradation of one's general and oral health.1-3 The use of tobacco kills nearly 6 million people each year and this could rise to 8 million by 2030, if the consumption patterns do not reduce drastically by further strengthening efforts at a grass-root level.3

Tobacco is abused in a number of ways, with its smoked form being fairly common and its consumption varies as per geographic location, demographics and practices related to tobacco. Many populations also use smokeless tobacco, which is of basic two forms; snuff (that is finely ground or cut tobacco leaves that can be dried or moist, loose or portion packed in sachet) and chewing tobacco (loose leaf, in pouches of tobacco leaves, in twisted form).5,6 This review paper was written with the aim to present a brief literature review for medical and dental practitioners on the effect of tobacco smoking on oral and periodontal health, particularly on dental implants, and oral cancers.

Tobacco Smoking and Periodontal Diseases

Periodontal diseases, such as gingivitis and periodontitis, are the most common kinds of human bacterial infections affecting the gingiva and bones supporting the teeth, leading to its rapid destruction.

In a recent conventional systematic review on periodontal disease and smoking, it was concluded that the evidence in support of a negative effect of smoking on periodontal health is strong. The review was based upon an appraisal of 70 cross-sectional studies and 14 case-control studies, all of which indicated towards an association between smoking and periodontal disease, and furthermore, 20 cohort studies of which 20 pointed out in the direction of the above mentioned results.7

Various epidemiological studies have concluded that tobacco use is a significant risk factor for inducing periodontal diseases.9,10 The studies also state that disease severity also increases with the frequency of smoking.10 Smokers accumulate markedly more dental calculus than non-smokers do, and the quantity of calculus is also correlated with the frequency of smoking.9,11 Of many smoking related periodontal diseases, Acute necrotizing gingivitis(ANUG) is strongly correlated with tobacco use.12

Periodontal Effects of Smoking Cessation

Smoking cessation is extremely beneficial to periodontal treatment outcomes and oral health and mostly, the damage done is reversible i.e the oral mucosa repairs itself. Smoking cessation may even restore the periodontal and microbial healing response back to normal: the healing response of ex-smokers can even become similar to non-smokers.13 Smokers who have been treated for periodontal diseases should be recalled more and more frequently for professional examination,
reinforcement of oral hygiene instruction, intensive periodic scaling, and prophylaxis after completion of treatment. A perfect combination of antibiotic therapy and participation in a smoking cessation programme may be the most effective and efficient treatment of smoking induced periodontal diseases in an individual.\textsuperscript{14}

**Dental Implant Failure**
An addiction to smoking has a direct relation to dental implant failure,\textsuperscript{15} and there is a general consensus among clinicians on the negative effect of smoking on implant survival or success. Significantly greater proportions or numbers of implant failures occur in smokers than in non-smokers (1.28% versus 4.76%).\textsuperscript{16} Enrollment in a suitable tobacco cessation programme has been seen to improve the success rate of osseointegration of implants in smokers who overcome the addiction, with significant differences between failure rates between non-smokers and smokers.\textsuperscript{17}

**Oral Precancerous Lesions**
Leukoplakia and Erythroplakia: In a case-control study (Shiu et al.) showed that the adjusted ratio for betel nut chewing and smoking on the occurrence of leukoplakia were 17.43 and 3.22. These findings showed that smoking cessation may reduce the number of leukoplakia cases by 36%, while stopping chewing of betel nut may influence prevent 62% cases of leukoplakia and 26% of cases of malignant transformation to oral cancer or carcinoma.\textsuperscript{18}

**Oral Cancer**
Oral cancer is majorly dominated by developing into squamous cell carcinoma, which is present in 90%-95% of all oral cancers; the role of tobacco in the development of oral squamous cell carcinoma is well known.\textsuperscript{9} Countless researchers have time and again sated that tobacco use (also considering reverse smoking, chewing of betel leaves, use of smokeless tobacco significantly) increases the risk of cancers of the upper aero digestive tract.

**Dental Caries**
Few cross-sectional studies have studied the relationship between smoking and dental caries and an example is of the study of military soldiers from Illinois (mean age=25.9 years), in which it was documented that smokers had a higher number of untreated decaying teeth, missing surfaces and total DMFS than non-smokers.\textsuperscript{19} However, no information was obtained regarding diet consumed or oral hygiene practices of the patients, which could have served as a confounding factor.

**Smoking Cessation Strategies**
Smoking is a chronic condition that requisites long-term management with the results of providing dental treatment being questionable at times. For smokers, another factor to keep in mind is the increased financial burden due to a possibility of failed dental treatments. Efforts on cessation of smoking are divided into two broad categories: pharmacological and behavioural.

Pharmacological approach includes two general strategies: a) nicotine replacement (NRT) and b) bupropion therapy (non-NRT). The use of Nicotine Replacement Therapy reduces physical withdrawal signs and symptoms. Nicotine gum, transdermal patch, inhalers, nasal sprays, sublingual tablets, and lozenges are examples of NRT products available in the market to help in quitting smoking.\textsuperscript{20}

Bupropion is the first prescribed non-nicotine pharmacological agent shown to be effective and efficient for smoking cessation, and it has been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration for that purpose. It is an antidepressant that influences on dopaminergic pathways in the central nervous system. The combination of both bupropion with NRT via a transdermal system has the highest success rate of cessation treatments.\textsuperscript{21}

In addition, the success of smoking cessation using pharmacotherapy-based treatment can be increased when it is accompanied by individual or group-based behavioral therapy programmes conducted by specialized counsellors.

**CONCLUSION**
Periodontal diseases, oral cancers, dental implant failure, and precancerous development are linked very closely with the tobacco use. Advising patients to quit tobacco abuse is a dental professional's responsibility, and the dentists may take an active and competent role in nicotine replacement counselling of the patient. Smoking cessation should be incorporated as an integral teaching
component of the undergraduate dental curriculum in colleges, particularly with respect to the prevention and diagnosis of tobacco-induced oral lesions and complications associated with it.
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